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Think back to the aughts.  
Emo hair, pop punk, MySpace.  
The X Games, XBOX, the RAZR phone. 
And a whole lot of bling-bling.” 

“



The turn of the millennium was a time 
to turn away from the grunge and grit 
of the 90s.  
 
It was also the era where the  
internet celebrity was born.  
With social media, reality TV and 
YouTube, anybody could make 
themselves a star.” 

“





TBWA, iPod

More and more, design leapt from 
print to the web, and work was 
created not just on a computer but 
on iPhones and other handheld 
devices as well.  
 
All of a sudden, you had to ensure 
your typography would look as good 
on a widescreen monitor as it would 
on a smartphone.

“

https://www.webdesignerdepot.com/2009/05/the-evolution-of-cell-phone-design-between-1983-2009/

https://www.webdesignerdepot.com/2009/05/the-evolution-of-cell-phone-design-between-1983-2009/ https://www.webdesignerdepot.com/2009/05/the-evolution-of-cell-phone-design-between-1983-2009/

http://www.booksaresocial.com/social-media-timeline-2019/
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STYLE POINTS 
• Overview 
• “Experimental Typography”  

 > originators + those who followed the trend 

• The New Logo(s) 

• The End of Type? 

• Advertising = Experience 

• Illustration in the Digital Age 

• Motion Graphics 

• Global Graphics
Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin

Anette Lenz



Antoine Manuel Antoine Manuel Michael Bierut

Michael Bierut Sing-Sing, Aizone/Sagmeister and Walsh Sagmeister and Walsh



Every decade, design trends shift 
away from trends of the previous 
decade and build on nostalgia for 
earlier times. The natural wood tones 
in 90s decór rejected the excess of 
the 1980s, which had said no to the 
earthy 70s. When the 2000s arrived, 
the revival of 80s glam returned in a 
creative way that fit with the 
changing times.”

“



What is the archetypal style of 2000s 
graphic design?  
Lots of bevels, drop shadows, and 
glass buttons… 
For some, the decade might well be 
remembered for vector silhouettes 
and clichéd imagery such as 
rainbows, butterflies, spray-paint 
effects and lens flares. All of which 
come right out of the tin when you 
buy Creative Suite.”

“ Designers aren't solely to blame for 
the culture of repetitive visual 
solutions that prevailed.  
Clients themselves were cautious.  
The dot-com crash hit technology 
companies worst, and firms that were 
spending huge sums of money on 
advertising slashed their budgets - 
some of them went under.”

“
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Erich Brechbuhl

Stephen Doyle, Fresh Dialogue, AIGA New York, 2006 Stephen Doyle, “Truth”, The New York Times, 2001 Stephen Doyle, Book covers, 2000s



Grandpeople, Nike, 2007 Mirko Ilic, 2009 Oded Ezer, 2003

Oded Ezer, 2003
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Logos found bevels, shadows, 
and all things shiny. 

  
Entire visual guidelines were 

revised – even logo usage  
when in print. 



And then most went back to  
flat color by the middle  

of the next decade.



Paul Rand



Why does a logo have  
to be one look?

First created by Manhattan Design, 1980. Grew to have  interchangeable design.
Wolff Olins, 2009

Brooklyn Museum of Art Identity, designed by 2X4, 2004 Infinite Group, 2013



Bruce Mau Design, 2011
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The End of Type? The End of Type?
• “While inexpensive technology has enabled a 

number of inventive new types to come to light and 
make it in the mainstream, the situation has also led 
to what most typographers see as a precipitous 
decline in the quality of new faces.  

• When almost anyone with access to a computer and 
software can declare themselves a part of the 
profession, the result has been an endless stream of 
incoherent novelty, as poorly designed faces 
followed by uninspired copies of poorly designed 
faces quickly spread through a design 
community that has few gatekeepers…

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin

The End of Type?
• “…In contrast to the pre-digital era, when the 

adoption of a new typeface for the Linotype or 
Monotype systems required a significant financial 
outlay that resulted in substantial peer review, 
nowadays there are no such barriers and has 
allowed for the proliferation of literally tens of 
thousands of typefaces that are available for sale 
online (and free), so that it is almost impossible to 
make sense of any direction in the field.” 

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin

Hand-Rendered Typography ☺ 

http://matthewtapia.tumblr.com/image/37817974814 https://www.instagram.com/p/BPkkzWlD25B/

Hand-Rendered Typography ☺ 



“Hand-Rendered”  
                  Fonts ☹
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Chris Milk, The Wilderness Downtown music video by Arcade Fire, 2010
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ILLUSTRATION 
in the digital age

▪Increasingly marginalized ☹

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin

Hatch Show Print poster Hatch Show Print poster

ILLUSTRATION 
in the digital age

▪Increasingly marginalized ☹ 
▪Comic Book and letterpress aesthetics,  
anime and manga influence ☺

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin



Hatch Show Print poster, 2009, 2008, 2009 Manga/Anime
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Motion Graphics
• “Broad term used to describe any context  

in which text or image appear to move,  
but more often refers to digital work that 
involves dramatic changes in form, color, 
and composition.” 

• Complicated because hybrid field that 
combines skills of graphic designer  
and animator.

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin
Kyle Cooper, Se7en title sequence, movie released 1995 < 1990s style



Blur Studio, The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo title sequence, movie released 2011
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Global Graphics
“The world is interconnected across national and  
 ethnic lines in a way that never was before.”  

OR is it just that the world is becoming  
more homogenized? (to make uniform or similar) 

If so, is that “western”, “eastern”,  
or something completely new?

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin

• Psychology of Color across cultures 

• Script of the language vs. weight of the page 

• Visual cues in Individualist vs. Collectivist Cultures 
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• Psychology of Color across cultures 

• Script of the language vs. weight of the page 

• Visual cues in Individualist vs. Collectivist Cultures 

Correct weight of page (reading style) per Arabic script Incorrect weight of page per Arabic script 
(original ad in French)

• Psychology of Color across cultures 

• Script of the language vs. weight of the page 

• Visual cues in Individualist vs. Collectivist Cultures 
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There isn’t one method that dominates 
graphic design today,  
but a mix of design techniques and styles. 
Trends emerge from year to year—and 
sometimes month to month.  

Where graphic design will go in the future is 
anyone’s guess, but the user experience is 
sure to remain at the forefront. Designs will 
become more personalized and more 
interactive over time.  

                     - Creative Bloq article from 2010

“

so where are 
we now?

C O N C L U S I O N
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C O N C L U S I O N   :   P A R T  1

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin

One question that is constantly raised in regard to 
contemporary graphic design and typography is: 
what is the raison d'être, the conceptual core, of 
current practice?  
 
[Throughout this course], disparate design groups 
have been surveyed, all of whom had a 
commitment of one sort or another, be it aesthetic  
or ideological…”

“



C O N C L U S I O N   :   P A R T  1

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin

…19th century designers wanted to raise the quality 
of industrial goods;  

> the Dadaists wanted to subvert Western society;  

> the practitioners of the New Typography wanted  
   to create a universal language of the machine;  

> followers of the International Typographic Style  
   wanted to create modern design solutions for  
   their clients;  

> and the postmodernists of the 1970s and 1980s  
   wanted to reject the orthodoxy of the International  
   Style and experiment with new technology…”

“

C O N C L U S I O N   :   P A R T  1

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin

The question remains: what is the purpose of 
contemporary graphic design, other than the 
obvious day-to-day work of meeting deadlines and 
serving commercial clients?  
 
The first generation of postmodernists was united  
by the thrill of breaking the rules of the International 
Style, but this iconoclasm played itself out in  
the 1990s.  
 
Are there really any rules left to break?…”

“

C O N C L U S I O N   :   P A R T  1

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin

If postmodernism has ended, then what has 
replaced it?  
 
Some designers have found a sense of political 
activism…and have found themselves in the 
uncomfortable position of attacking the very 
profession that supports them.  
 
This type of self-loathing is not in itself a solution…”  

“

C O N C L U S I O N   :   P A R T  1

Eskilson, Stephen J., Graphic Design:  A New HIstory, ©2007, Laurence King Publishin

The quest for meaning in graphic design is partly a 
product of its artistic side.  
 
While accountants or engineers are not usually  
beset with finding larger meaning in their works, 
graphic designers often have asked abstract 
questions along these lines.  
 
Perhaps in future decades their broader mission will 
again become clear.”

“

BUT…
If this all sounds depressingly like designers are 

orchestrating various forms of capitalist 

brainwashing, the decade 2000-2009 has at the 

same time seen designers become far more aware 

of the impact of their work…

“

C O N C L U S I O N   :   P A R T  2



“

C O N C L U S I O N   :   P A R T  2

But at the moment, the range of eclectic work -  
and the search for authenticity, individuality and 

truth - looks set to grow over the coming years, 

which can only be a good thing for the next 

decade of graphic design.”   

                    - Creative Bloq article from 2010
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• Wednesday, December 9th:  
Required to meet online, though we will not be 
together for long.  

• Any last questions over your Timeline Project? 

• Full guidelines for your final will be provided. 

• Also Timeline Project is DUE by 11:50pm 
 

• Wednesday, December 16th, 2:45-4:45pm:  
You will take your final on a computer (or tablet) using 
Zoom while also using your phone connected to 
Zoom to show your screen. 

• Wednesday, December 9th:  
Required to meet online, though we will not be 
together for long.  

• Any last questions over your Timeline Project? 

• Full guidelines for your final will be provided. 

• Also Timeline Project is DUE by 11:50pm 
 

• Wednesday, December 16th, 2:45-4:45pm:  
You will take your final on a computer (or tablet)  
using Zoom while also using your phone connected  
to Zoom to show your screen. 

WEEKLY QUIZ: 
Quiz 13 will just be provided 
to you as a PDF with all the  
answers. It will be in your  
QUIZZES folder by this Friday. 

WEEKLY FLIPGRID: 
No more Flipgrids to do. 


